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Taking tradition to cyberspace
Artists develop legends for the 22nd century
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Hunter sits in on an RCMP lantern show in Second Life as part of Skawennati Tricia Fragnito’s first installment of TimeTraveller™.

in the capabilities of the software, networks and their own imaginations.
Google “Aboriginal tradition” and you'll
Fragnito uses Second Life as a virtual
come up with 73 000 hits. Try a wildset and directs episodes in the life of her
card search for “Aboriginal cyber*” and
character, Hunter, an angry 22nd-cenyou get only 410. A pair of Concordia
tury Mohawk bounty-hunter, who travartists are leading a project to address
els back in time and experiences historthat imbalance.
ical events. In the first of a dozen stories
“We wanted to imagine ourselves in
to be produced over the next three
the future. The discussion tends to be
years, Hunter embarks on his journey
historically facing” said Jason Lewis, a
saying, “when it comes to history,
computation arts professor. He and
always get a second opinion?
Skawennati Tricia Fragnito (an alumna
Fragnito premiered her piece in
who, in 1996, added a graduate diploma
Montreal at this summer's 67th annual
in administration to the BFA she had
World Science Fiction convention,
earned four years earlier) co-founded
allowing Hunter to rub shoulders with
Aboriginal Territories in Cyberspace
more traditional sci-fi characters
(AbTeC, abtec.org) with SSHRC funds.
including Klingons, zombies and
“There's a feeling amongst our people * Doctor Who.
that everything great about us has
In the first episode, Hunter finds himalready happened, added Fragnito.
self sitting in on a late 19th-century
Fragnito has created TimeTraveller™
lantern show depicting Native violence
using the internet world of Second Life,
for an audience of RCMP officers. The
where people can create characters
lantern show images recreated in
able to interact with each other in real
TimeTraveller™ were adapted from real
time. Part instant messaging, part role
images in the collection of Calgary's
play, part fantasy world, participants
Glenbow Museum.
build virtual worlds, hold virtual meetFragnito talked about how the museings or orchestrate virtual scripts withum’s images were translated into a
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Second Life context, where historical
and advanced technologies merge, and
acknowledged the limitations of that
fusion. For instance, the Glenbow
Museum curator remarked the Second
Life options for clothes left the virtual
mounties wearing red coats inappropri-

ately tight for the 1870s.
“We aren't creating a museum, we
can't be absolutely accurate; said Lewis.
Lewis was there presenting the
results of an academic-year-long project, Skins 1.0, that AbTeC piloted at
Kahnawake's Survival School. From
September 2008 through June 2009,
they worked with students to “tell
Aboriginal stories in new ways using
new technologies.
Students exchanged stories they had
been told about their community and
wove them into a video game with an

Aboriginal protagonist.
“Young people are producers as well as
consumers of new media,’ Lewis said. He
had the students take the lead “We
restrained ourselves. Our role was to
gather the resources and hope they pull
it together”
CONTINUED ON P. 4
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A MESSAGE

FROM THE
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PRESIDENT

bienvenue

Airport welcome staff help international
students say bonjour to life in Quebec

Dear fellow Concordians,

Welcome back as we begin another academic year at
Concordia! As I enter my second year as President, I reflect
with pride on what we have accomplished together and look
forward to the exciting year ahead. With your support, I am
determined to maintain the momentum.
The official opening.ofthe beautiful new JMSB building is
only weeks away. Not content to rest on our laurels, however, we are forging ahead with new projects. We are in the
process of erecting the Stinger Dome, an air-supported
structure allowing the university to run athletics and recreational activities year-round on the south playing field at
Loyola. And, as you will note from the temporary disruption
to pedestrians, motorists and cyclists, work continues to
enhance the downtown urban landscape that is Quartier
Concordia. Our Grey Nuns project, too, will be moving forward and we will soon be announcing the construction of
three major research facilities on the Loyola Campus, funded by the federal and provincial governments.
We anticipate many more important announcements con-

cerning new programs, academic initiatives and successful
fundraising efforts.
As always, it is our vibrant campus life that makes the fall
so special. Student Orientation kicks off an action-packed
month that includes Homecoming, the 20th anniversary edition of the Shuffle followed by the annual President's barbecue. Stay tuned for a myriad of social and academic activities that contribute to the dynamic atmosphere of our university. New this year is an initiative from the Dean of
Students office - the We Value campaign - which you will be
hearing more about in the Journal and online.
Last year, we adopted Reaching Up, Reaching Out, a strategic framework to guide growth and development at
Concordia over the next five years. Now, we are turning our
attention to its implementation. Forty-four senior administrators met for two days on Aug. 31 and Sept. | to set priorities and ensure that the initiatives of all key areas of the university are in line with the overall framework. I look forward
to sharing our ideas and proposed actions with you in the
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Montréal—Pierre

Elliott Trudeau International
Airport don't expect to see a
smiling welcome committee
_standing by, eager to help them.

“They're surprised to see us,”
said Soda
Faty, a_ recent
Concordia graduate who is
Student Coordinator of the
Airport Welcome Activity for
International Students, “but

they're also really grateful and
happy that we're here”
A team of eight students are
employed by the CREPUQ and
the Conférence régionale des
élus de Montréal to work at welcome booths in the airport's
international arrival hall. Now
in its second year, the project
operates in partnership with
universities and CEGEPs across
the province throughout the
month of August.
While the agents patiently
field questions from weary travellers who mistake the booth
for an information counter,
their mandate is to assist foreign students who are coming
to Canada for the first time.
Faty came to Canada four

years ago from Senegal and
began her studies in Vancouver.
She arrived alone in the middle
of the night and got lost trying
to find her residence.
“In a new place, you don't
know how things work,’ she
said. “Some students are visiting a developed country for the
first time. Others have nowhere
to stay. People come to us all
stressed, so we

try to appease

them and offer guidance”
In addition to providing a list
of temporary housing, maps of
the city, and access to a computer, they offer complimentary
calling cards so students can let
their families know they've
arrived safely.
Fabien Zermatten flew into
Montreal last Friday afternoon
from his native Chamonix,
France. Though he already had
an

apartment in Cdte-DesNeiges lined up, he approached
the booth for information

about the best way to travel
into the city.
“A taxi will cost $40 or you
can take the shuttle bus. We
have arranged a discount for
international students so it’s
only $5," Vanina Pitsch, one of
the agents, explained.

Zermatten will be studying at
the John

Molson

School

of

Business. He chose Montreal for
its culture and bilingualism. “I
can improve my English but
also speak French when I need
to? he said.
After using the free phone to
get in touch with his roommates, Zermatten climbed into
a cab and was on his way.
“My goal is to make sure foreign students have the necessary information to start a life
in Montreal, said Pitsch, whois
an international student herself studying Human Resources
Management at Concordia. She
often gives out her email
address in case the students
have questions or need advice.
“L know what it’s like to arrive
alone, start from scratch, and
meet new people, she said.
“And I really want to help

them,”
As of last Friday, 1 263 students have already taken
advantage of the service. The
project was originally slated to
wrap up by Aug. 31 but it has

been

extended

by a week

because several universities are
starting classes after Labour
Day.

weeks to come.
Thank you all for your support and contributions to the
success of Concordia. I wish you all a productive and satisfying year. I would also like to extend a warm welcome to newcomers to the university community.
to
me.
As always, please feel free to write
(President@concordia.ca) or to stop me on campus to share
your thoughts in person.
JuottH WoopsworTH
PRESIDENT & VICE-CHANCELLOR
Sienvenue aux

etudiants
internationayy

Can’t get enough of the Journal?
Now there’s more to love.

VISIT CJOURNAL.CONCORDIA.CA
IN THE COMING WEEKS FOR

EXPANDED PHOTO GALLERIES,
VIDEO CLIPS,
AUDIO SLIDESHOWS.
NVISSINNYS
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Soda Faty (left) from Senegal and Vanina Pitsch from Germany assemble metro maps to distribute to international students as they arrive at Trudeau Airport.
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Gambling research a sure bet
ACCOLADES

Sylvia Kairouz to present at international symposium

For the third consecutive year, students at the Goodman Institute
of Investment Management (GIIM) have doubled the worldwide
Chartered Financial Analyst (CFA) Level I pass rate. GIIM students
achieved a success rate of 92% compared to the worldwide rate of
46%. The successful completion of the esteemed Level I exam is a
necessary step to achieving CFA designation and becoming a certified financial analyst.
~e

Assistant Director of the Institutional Planning Office Cameron
Tilson has been elected President of the Canadian Institutional
Research and Planning Association (CIRPA). With over 250 mem-

bers representing colleges, universities, government ministries and
other groups from across Canada, CIRPA is the only Canadian
organization supporting post-secondary education professionals
involved in planning and institutional analysis.
Tilson has been a CIRPA member since 1995 and a member of its
Board of Directors since 1996 in various capacities, including two

terms as vice-president. His term as president will begin in October
and last two years.
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Sylvia Kairouz (centre) sits in the Lifestyle and Addictions Lab with MA students Tsvetelina Mihayova (left) and
Marc-Antoine Coté-Marcil. Alongside Kairouz, the two students will be presenting posters at the Gambling and
Addictions Symposium, Sept. 3 and 4.

NoQ-o

JMSB Professor Clarence S. Bayne has released his first book of
poetry, Windows to the Soul, published by the Black Writers’ Guild
(Quebec). Bayne as been writing poetry for 50 years, but it has only
been within the last decade that he has made his work public.
N@Qo

Russ COOPER

You'll never catch her at closing time clutching a scotch and
she may not have much of a
poker face, but Sociology and
Anthropology Professor Sylvia
Kairouz knows all about vices.
Kairouz will be the lone
Concordia professor presenting at the first Gambling and
Addictions Symposium, held
at Delta Centre Ville, Sept. 3
and 4.
“Whether it’s alcohol, drugs,
gambling or anything, addictions are significant factors
that contribute to the burden
and
of disease
premature
death; be it through direct
effects such as health, or indirect such as suicide or road
fatalities” she says. “It’s always
been an important issue for
public health, but it’s becoming more and more important
in recent years.”
The conference aims to
examine the state of gambling
research today, which interventions are the most effective
and which ones show the most
promise. Some of the foremost
researchers and experts on the
subject from Quebec universities and around the world have
been.

Kairouz
most
recent
research revolves around the
study of people's lifestyle in
relation to potentially addictive behaviours. In the research
she'll present at the symposium on Sept. 4, Kairouz will be

illustrating
the
parallels
between gambling, alcohol
consumption and drug use tendencies of full-time undergrad
Quebec university students
aged 18 to 26. Often these
behaviors are examined individually,
and
Kairouz
is
attempting to find overlap
between different dependencies to aid in better understanding addictions as a whole.
As well, Kairouz has found
external, social-environmental
factors (such as proximity to
parents, beliefs and _ habits
present among other students,
and perceptions towards these
behaviours) play as big a role in
determining conduct of students as internal, personality
traits such as origin or family
history.
“[Social-environmental factors] have largely been ignored

in addiction studies until now,
she says.
Much of the

information
she'll present has been gleaned
from her work at the Lifestyle
and Addiction Research Lab.
Since 2007, she’s been part of
an investigation entitled the
ENHJEU Survey. A collaborative effort with other Montreal
universities and government
institutes, the study is attempting to disentangle the effects of
social, physical and symbolic
aspects of gambling habits and
problems. The on-going survey
will be conducted until 2011
and aims to collect data from
11 500 participants.

During
the
symposium
Kairouz will also be launching a
book she's co-edited. A collaboration with numerous universi-

ties, Tabac, alcool, drogues et

jeux de hasard et dargent. A
Uheure de lintégration des pratiques, Presses de l'Université
Laval, is the final product of the
Journée

Annuelle

de

Santé

Publique, the one-day symposium held in November 2007 in
Quebec City. The book attempts
to integrate research, policies,
public health
management,
funding, prevention, intervention and treatment to find comprehensive perspectives.
“Someone might have both

gambling and alcohol addictions, and seek treatment for
one. But what we've found is
that when one addiction is
addressed, the other may be
ignored and may trigger a
relapse in the one being treated, she says. “We want to harmonize strategies across fields
so we can have a more complete view of how people expe-

rience addiction”
Kairouz,
whos

been
at
Concordia since 2006, expresses delight at representing our
‘institution and contributing
her findings to potential solutions. “It’s great to be a part of
this important think tank initiative to plan the future action
for gambling and dependency
problems in Quebec. I'm honoured to have been invited to
be part of this symposium?”
www.jeux-gambling2009.org

PhD Design Science student Wei Liu won the Best Paper Award at
the 16th International Society for Productivity Enhancement (ISPE)
International Conference on Concurrent Engineering. “Conceptual
modeling of design chain management towards product lifecycle
management” aims to develop a comprehensive model for the
design chain management by applying the environment-based
design theory. Wei Liu is a student of CIISE Associate Professor and
Canada Research Chair in Design Science Yong Zeng.

en
Congratulations to current master’s student Drew Pinsonneault
for receiving an honourable mention at the Rising Stars of Research
National Undergraduate Science and Engineering Research Poster
Competition in the Physical and Earth Sciences division for his
undergrad research last year. The event was held Aug. 19 to 22 at the
University of British Columbia. Pinsonneault is a student of
Geography, Planning and Environment Assistant Professor Damon
Matthews.

Congratulations
Professor Jim

to Psychology
Pfaus

(left) for

recently receiving the Frank A.
Beach Award in comparative
psychology from Division 6 of
the American Psychological
Association. A_ collaborative
paper with colleagues from

three other universities, Pfaus’
analysis of ultrasonic vocalizations across play, mating and
=
>
=
s
=
o
=
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aggression

was

recognized

as

the year's best paper published
in the Journal of Comparative
Psychology.

This is Pfaus’ second award in Frank Beach's name: he received his

first in 1995 from the Society for Behavioral Neuroendocrinology.
NoQo

In June, Electrical and Computer Engineering Associate Professor
Walaa Hamouda and his former master’s student Hassan Abou
Saleh won the Best Paper Award at the IEEE International
Conference on Communications, this year held in Dresden,
Germany. “Cross-Layer Design for MIMO Spatial Multiplexing in
Correlated Ricean Fading” was chosen from 1 046 papers.
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Taking tradition to cyberspace
CONTINUED FROM P. |
He was impressed with the
students’ initiative and creativity. He, Fragnito and a team of
technicians, who work with
him in his Obx Labs at

occur.

realize her vision. “I was lucky to
be working with people who
shared my passion, but this was
not a collaboration”
Having spent some time elaborating Hunter, the Second Life
set and the capabilities of the
platform, Fragnito expects to
produce a new TimeTraveller™
installment every four months.
Lewis is on sabbatical this
year, and will be spending time
in his studio. He wants to devel-

In contrast, Fragnito designed
TimeTraveller", but needed a
team of about 13 people to help

op a curriculum for use in other
schools based on the lessons
learned from Skins 1.0.

Hexagram (obxlabs.net), would

visit regularly to help guide the
process. The students took it
upon themselves to design the
terrain and map out where and
how events in the game would

LETTERS
An open letter to Judith Woodsworth
On Sunday, August 23, 2009, the Canadian
Institute for Jewish Research organized a conference at Concordia on the theme “Israel on
Campus: Defending Our Universities”. According
to the publicity for the conference the goals were:
1. to bring a powerful analytic focus to bear on
the mounting threat to academic freedom and
free inquiry represented by the growth of antisemitism, masquerading as anti-Zionism and
anti-Israelism, on our campuses, and
2. to develop, on the basis of a clear set of informing principles, a “Campus Defense Council”
tasked with an ongoing, coordinated, and persistent international campaign to “take back
the campus’.
Although I personally strongly disagree with both
their analysis and position on the issues surrounding the Middle East, | acknowledge the
organizers right to organize a conference. This is
within the tradition of academic freedom and
debate, a value long upheld on university campuses. The same principles defend the rights of proPalestinian groups.
However, it is the differences that raise concern. First, you were one ofthe speakers. This is
not a neutral academic conference but one that

is arguing for one side in the context of a politically charged environment. Your presence raises
questions about the neutrality of the university
on this issue. More importantly, the conference
was held in an atmosphere that is in flagrant
violation of academic freedom, particularly for a
conference held in Concordia facilities. It was
not an open conference. Not everyone who may
have wanted to attend could attend. What message to the wider community is presented when
one group, highly partisan on one side of a hot
political issue has its conference opened by the
university's president? Does your presence at
the conference sanction the way it was organized? What does this mean for university policy
on openness and academic freedom? I want to
remind you that all events during Israel
Apartheid Week this winter were open to the
public. | would appreciate an answer to these
questions and I would like to be reassured that
this conference does not represent a basic shift
in university policy.

Dear Professor Shragge,

of some 40 years to welcome the attendees to
Concordia. In her welcome speech she reiterated
Concordia'’s commitment to open debate and dis-

Thank you for expressing your concerns to the

2—J
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President.
The university policy regarding academic freedom, free speech and debate has not changed. The
university encourages reasoned, civil discussion
and debate within the framework of applicable law
and the security of the Concordia community.
President Woodsworth was asked to welcome the
guests to CIJR's event as president of the university. She fulfills this function at numerous events
throughout the year organized by a wide variety of
groups and organizations. She was not a participant but accepted an invitation from a colleague

SINCERELY,
Eric SHRAGGE, ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR
PRINCIPAL, SCHOOL OF COMMUNITY AND PUBLIC AFFAIRS

cussion on campus, stressing that discourse must
be civil and respectful as outlined in our Code of
Rights and Responsibilities.
As far as the Office of the President knows, the
CIJR conference was open to anyone who registered, but points out that the event was organized
by CIJR and not by the university. As-such, I suggest that you contact the organizers directly with
any access-related questions you may have.
YOuRS TRULY,

JONATHAN LEVINSON, CHIEF OF STAFF
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Despite a few scattered
golfers to hit the links. On
time, a $1 000 scholarship
If you missed this one and
raise funds for scholarships

showers, the weather at the [5th annual Memorial Golf Tournament was pleasan t enough for close to 300
Aug. 18, over $7 000 was raised for Memorial Endowment Bursaries for each of the four Faculties. As well, for the first
will go a deserving graduate student.
want to get a few more fundraising swings in before winter, join the Concordia Alumni Golf Tournament on Sept. 10 to
and alumni activities. For info, visit tinyurl.com/pvss3h.
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CLASSACTION.
Strategies for the first day in front of the class
KAREN

HERLAND

First-day-at-school jitters are
usually associated with students. But what if it’s your first
time in front of the class? How
can you set the tone, boundaries
and atmosphere that will carry
you through to December?
Anticipating that those who
are preparing the lectures also
have

questions,

Janette

Barrington of the Centre for
Teaching and Learning Services
(CTLS), offered two short workshops on Aug. 17 — one at
Loyola, the other at Sir George
— called Preparing Your First
Semester.
All together, over two-dozen
people, some experienced professors but new to Concordia,

shared
concerns
with
Barrington. Those who participated represented a mix of disciplines, from the humanities

to the hard sciences to engineering. Many who attended
the workshop wanted to establish good communication with
students and maintain their
interest.

Barrington summed up her
perspective simply. “Variety. If
there is one principle you could
leave with, that would be it?
She peppered the presentation with strategies to respond
to the participants’ concerns,
basing her presentation on her
own experience and James
Lang's On Course, one of several
books available to help prepare
for teaching. She suggested
planning the three to five key
points (both for the course and

ae.

.*

Janette Barrington (standing) prepares a group of professors for teaching at Concordia.

individual lectures) and sticking
your students will imagine they
to them with examples.
can show up late and not miss
Since students are shopping
anything” Similarly, she suggestfor courses early in the term,
ed introducing some material
often basing their decision on.
and activities on the first day
the assignments and assessinstead of simply reviewing the
ments, “don't overload the
course outline and finishing
course. Students should feel
early.
challenged, but they should
Ollivier Dyens, Vice-Provost
also feel like the work is
Teaching and Learning, has
doable”
recently published a template
Barrington led the Sir George
for course outlines available
session by modeling the practhrough his office. Barrington
tices she presented. She started - points out, “it is really a course
on time, integrating stragglers
promise. It defines the content
into the process. “It is important
and the level of engagement
to set the climate, otherwise
expected”
=

She also suggested ways to
build in safety nets for students.
A general call for questions
about the material will rarely
elicit a response. Barrington
proposes asking more specific
questions and giving students
time to write a response, share it
with another student and then
report back. This builds student
confidence as they refine their
ideas.
Having students exchange
notes with each other is also
useful. “Students tend to take
better notes if someone else will
be reading them”

Similarly, Barrington endorses multi-step
assignments,
where students are expected to
submit smaller assignments
leading to a major project.
“We know students stay up
late and write the paper the day
before it is due. Why not assign
a draft?” By pacing student
assignments over the term, the
potential for plagiarism from
carelessly cited work is greatly
reduced.
This was the first in a series of
workshops CTLS will be offering. For more information go to
teaching.concordia.ca.

System introduces new features for room bookings
Anything that simplifies things is
appreciated. So the uBookit system launch last month by
Hospitality Concordia with technical support from IITS was a
welcome event.
The
program,
accessed
through the portal, provides a
computerized bank of all university rooms available through
Hospitality Concordia. Anyone
with a net name will be able to
browse the system for a room
with the capacity, location and
equipment they need.
The data bank makes it easier
to narrow down the spaces available according to various criteria.

Using information on location,
space was available; explained
size or technical equipment,
Benoit
Salem,
Manager,
appropriate rooms are identified
Conference
Services
and
and can be selected for availabiliSummer Housing.
ty on a weekly or monthly basis,
Many groups seeking rooms
or over several days for a conferwould
become
frustrated
ence. An increasing number of
because promotional material
rooms have a photo displayed
would already be in production
alongside the information to - when they learned the location
make selection easier. The real
was not available at the requestinnovation is that “only those
ed time. Although the university
rooms available that meet the cristill evaluates the request, and
teria are displayed.
may suggest an alternate venue,
Ideally, applications should be
organizations know that no prior
made 10 business days before the
booking will force a change to
desired date. “Before, you had to
their selection.
wait up to 48 hours after you
“We haven't changed the sysmade a request to find out if the
tem, but weve eliminated the

frustrations; explained Salem.
Not

everyone

can

submit

a

request to the system. Staff can

book rooms while students can
browse the system and select a
venue. However, students will
have to make requests through a
registered sponsor assigned early
in the fall term.
The more complete an initial
request is, the easier, and quicker,
it is to process it.
The uBookit system was developed by IITS with the input of
Hospitality Concordia’s Christina
Souliére, who had managed room
bookings
before
now.
Understanding the types of prob-

lems that cropped up allowed her
to design a system that addressed
them.
All of this is critical for a system

that has a lot of traffic. “In
September, we can get up to 30
requests a day, she explained,
adding some of them are for
bookings repeated over the
course of the year. Last academic
year, there were 3 750 bookings
managed
by
Hospitality
Concordia.
Hospitality Concordia encourages feedback from uBookit
users. Comments or suggestions

can be submitted at
ings@alcor.concordia.ca.

book-
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Reaching great cinematic heights
Student works shine at the Montreal World Film Festival
ANNA

doesn't trip over its own ambi-

SARKISSIAN

Once again, Concordia was
strongly represented at the
Canadian Student Film Festival,
part of the Montreal World Film
Festival.
The festival, which is ongoing
until Sept. 7, saw 17 films by
Concordia students screened
between Aug. 29 and Sept. 1.
“It's one thing for your friends
and family to appreciate your
work. If you have strangers in a
room recognizing your film for
what it’s worth, then that’s
something else,” says Roy Cross,
head of the undergraduate film
production program,

tion’ Not bad for a film that was
written, produced, directed and
edited by Hamek for his second
year filmmaking class. He even
wrote the score.
“L love passion, I love theatre, I
love poetry. For me, cinema is the
medium that has it all. It’s the
modern opera, he says.
If you missed Soublier when it
screened at the National Film
Board earlier this week, you
might also catch it while youre in
the air. It was recently selected
for Air Canada’s enRoute Film
Festival. Hamek is heading up.
For the Soublier trailer, go to
cjournal.concordia.ca.

Mirek Hamet

Sonya Stefan

S’oublier, 10 minutes

Concatenare, 5 minutes

Mirek Hamek understands the
value of promoting himself at festivals — he lugged a backpack full
of copies of his short film,
Soublier, to the Fantasia Festival
to hand out to people he met.
“At first, I thought I hated networking,’ the film production student says. But while presenting
his work
at the Toronto
International
Film
Festival
Student Film Showcase last April,
where he won the prize for best
live action film, he started changing his tune.
The film is not a straightforward narrative: the main character is an actor playing the role ofa
hospitalized patient who in turn
thinks of herself as an actor.
Writer Adam Nayman from
Torontos Eye Weekly described
Soublier as “a rare example of
serious student filmmaking that

Professional
contemporary
dancer Sonya Stefan is already an
MVP in Montreal's performing
arts scene, according to Hour.
Dance happens to be the inspiration for her award-winning film
work too.
The emerging filmmaker was
selected for the Sandra and Lee
Colber Scholarship and the
Astral Media Scholarship at the
Mel Hoppenheim
School of
Cinema. Her films have been
screened in London and Japan
and will be featured in Montreal's
Transatlantique dance festival
later this month.
Whether she’s on the stage or
behind the camera, Stefan’s creative process is the same. “I know
what I want to shoot but I leave it

presented
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open to some improvisation,’ she

says.
Stefan
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her

Mirek Hamet’s award-winning film S’oublier was screened at the Toronto International Film Festival Student
Film Showcase, the Fantasia Festival, and most recently the Montreal World Film Festival.

Concatenare on Sept. 1 at the
Montreal World Film Festival.
Mixing multiple film stocks
and processing techniques, the
film is an experimental look at
body percussion, in which performers use their bodies to create
the rhythms.
“L hope people will see that not
all dancers are 20-years-old like
those on So You Think You Can
Dance; Stefan says “Dancers can
be all ages, all sizes, all shapes?
Ultimately, Stefan wants to
capture dance in a unique way
and admits that she is still

searching and asking questions.
“Youre an artist for life. Just
because you turn 50 doesn't
mean you have to stop?
For a clip from Concatenare, go
to cjournal.concordia.ca.

film,

Angie-Pepper O’Bomsawin
Curtain Call, 10 minutes
Snake’s Poker, 15 minutes
A full-time student

with three

jobs and a five-year-old son,

‘Angie-Pepper O’Bomsawin is so
caught up in the daily grind that
she doesn't have time to submit
her work to festivals.

Luckily, a friend stepped in
and sent it off on her behalf. As
luck would have it, two of her
films were selected for the
Montreal World Film Festival.
Curtain Call, which documents the world of a circus

performer, was created in collaboration with other communications
students.
Snake's

Poker, co-directed by Lisa
Purisima, is the story of apoker
club

in

Kahnawake,

Que.,

which has broken down barriers between natives and nonnatives.
“Aboriginal people are flourishing left, right and centre,”
O’Bomsawin says, adding that
the abundant negative news
coverage frustrates her. “If I
can help someone see native
people in a different light, that
would be amazing.”
A knack for storytelling
seems to run in the family. Her
father's second cousin is legendary
filmmaker
Alanis
O’bomsawin, who has produced over 30 films about aboriginal issues in Canada.
“We capture our stories and
traditions through oral narrative. Film allows us to explore a
new skill set so we can continue
sharing our stories,’ she says.

GetChimp card coming to fruition
Yes, we have no bananas, but we do have a green way to save
Russ Cooper

tising to cut down print ads and
coupons that waste paper.

For three (past and present)
Concordia students, their summer wasn't much about monkeying around — it was about putting their business plan for the
GetChimp card into action.
For $2, anyone can buy the
card
from
their
website
(getchimp.com) that'll provide
discounts at over 80 Montrealarea restaurants, stores and sery-

ices. For businesses listing themselves with the project, it provides
the opportunity for online adver-

The card is the brainchild of
recent JMSB grad Gianfranco
Silvaggio, leisure sciences grad
Patrick Donovan and current
computer engineering undergrad
Jonathan Marcogliese. The project was launched in May, but was
in the works for about a year
prior. In fact, the idea received significant attention during its
development stage; in February,
the business plan was among the
top 12 in the 2009 Enterprize

Canada

Business

Plan

Competition

in
Vancouver,
Canada’s largest student-run
business plan competition.
Wanting to hit the ground running when he graduated this past
spring, Silvaggio and his partners
worked hard to get the project
going during his last semester,
and it’s paying off. The trio has
seen an escalating response from
consumers and businesses, and is
in negotiations with numerous
student

associations

(here

at

Concordia as well as other
CEGEPs and Montreal universities) for distribution during

events through the year. Funds
raised would be donated directly
to the associations connected to
the event.
Beyond the slightly perplexing
name (“It doesn't really mean
much, It’s more a marketing thing
than anything else. You remember it, don’t you?” says Silvaggio),
some might find it just as perplexing starting a business in the doldrums of a recession.
“Actually, we started
this
because
of recession,’
says
Silvaggio. “We started this to create an online directory for dis-

counts, and since each card is
individually numbered and trackable, we hope to one day be able
to provide the cardholder with a
detailed outline of their spending
habits”
The project is positioning itself
as a green way to save money. The
card itself is made of recycled
plastic, and site offers tips to help
the environment. As well, the venture is donating 10% of its profits
to TreeCanada to plant trees. To
date, the project has raised
enough to plant 125 trees here in
Quebec.
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Recognition for R4 Compost keeps on coming
Cutting edge composter keeps Concordia in demand
ANNA

SARKISSIAN

If their impressive track record is
anything to go by, the R4
Compost team should be clearing space on the mantle for more
prizes — they keep rolling in.
As the first institution in
Quebec to introduce large-scale
organic waste collection and
composting on-site, Concordia
has been at the forefront of waste
reduction for several years. R4, a working group of Sustainable
Concordia, has garnered a string
of accolades, including a Forces
AVENIR — Environment category
prize, certification from RecycQuébec, recognition from the
City of Montreal and the Conseil
régional de l'environnement,
among others.
Over the summer, the team
received
a
Quality
and
Productivity Award from the
Canadian
Association _—_ of
University Business Officers for
our university-wide composting

system. The program aims to
promote excellence and innovation in higher education.
They will also be featured in
LActualité as finalists for the
Quebec Prize of Excellence in
Corporate Citizenship, co-spon-

sored by the magazine with
Korn/Ferry International and
NATIONAL Public Relations. The
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R4 Compost works closely with over 30 staff members and volunteers to collect organic waste on both campuses. Front row from left, Jose Andrade, Grounds; Gerry Barrette, Loyola Property and Operations Manager;
Pat Tafuto, Grounds, Marc Champagne, Custodial Services Manager; Cory McFall, West Island Readaptation Center
Recycling/Composting team; Manuel DaCosta, Grounds; Andre Guillmette, Grounds; and Agostino Borsellino,
Grounds. Back row from left, Alexis Fortin, R4 Compost Manager and Louise Hénault-Ethier, R4 and
Environmental Coordinator.

results will be announced on
Sept. 23 at the Tremblant Forum
on Corporate Responsibility and
Sustainability in the Laurentians.
“Our project has opened hori-

zons for others to do the same?
says

Environmental

Coordinator
Ethier.

Louise

and

R4

Hénault-

In the year since they set up
their $35 000 industrial composter on the Loyola Campus,
other
institutions
have
approached them for help. For
example,
Université
de

Sherbrooke contacted R4 and
asked, “How do we do it?”

Manager Marc Champagne and
Loyola Property and Operations

“We took them through the initial steps and showed them how
we installed our program,
Hénault-Ethier says. They also
provided tours of their facilities
and supplied information about
adapting the project to individuals, schools or organizations.
With
funding
from
the
Sustainability Action Fund, R4
has been working closely with the
staff of Facilities Management,
especially Custodial Services

Manager Gerry Barrette who
were key players.
Working with students provided the team with much-needed
flexibility so they could iron out
problems before handing the
operations over to the university
within five years. “We need to
implement the collection system,
do tests and adapt our recipe”
Hénault-Ethier says.
R4 has been compiling their
extensive

expertise into a free

technical guide which will be
published on their website this
fall with support from the university, the Association québécoise
pour la promotion de l'éducation
relative 4 l'environnement and
Recyc-Québec.
“People can learn from our mistakes,’ says R4 Compost Project
Manager Alexis Fortin.
He also explains they have been
working with the Ministére du
Développement
durable,
de
l'Environnement et des Parcs to
suggest changes to their guidelines for on-site composters.
Currently, institutions can compost vegetable matter without a
permit. If they want to compost
meat or fish they need to conform
to the regulations for large industrial sites. “It didn’t make sense at
our scale. There was a risk ofdiscouraging people, Fortin says.
The new guidelines should be
approved this fall.
R4 composted 20 tons of material this year and estimates they will
be able to increase their capacity
five fold by 2012. The university
sends approximately 650 tons of
waste to landfills every year, of
which 20% is biodegradable.

For more information about R4
— rethink, reduce, reuse, recycle and their composting program,
visit
sustainable.concordia.ca/
ourinitiatives/r4

-
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Chris Boyne’s inspiration anchored in family history

PHILIP MOSCOVITCH

Second-year MFA
Boyne has always
connection with
grandfather, Earl

student Chris
felt a special
his maternal
Myers. That

connection lies at the heart of the
work the 24-year-old is creating
in preparation for his thesis.
“Last year I built a machinist’s
chest? says Boyne, whose family
hails from Nova Scotia. “As I
was measuring, scribbling calculations all over wooden
planks, sharpening a carpenter’s pencil - every action took
me back to Earl. I think a lot of
who I am subconsciously comes
from him. This project is an
investigation of his life, with a
subtext of how it relates to my
life”
Myers died when Boyne was
just 10. But Boyne remembers
him as a “resourceful and practical man.” He was a home
builder with a keen eye for

detail. He also built most of his
own furniture, and much ofthat
in Boyne’s home - including the
dresser that stood in his childhood bedroom. Boyne feels his
own passion for working with
his hands (he rebuilt a car to

make it roadworthy before his
16th birthday) is a direct link to
his grandfather.
So, with the patience of an
archeologist and the sensibility
of a collector, Boyne set off in
search of Myers. He's photographed every house he
knows of that Myers built. He's
combed through archives to
uncover the hidden family story
of Myers’ two manslaughter trials, for shooting a hunting companion during the 50s (he was

eventually acquitted). He spent
months tracking down eight
plastic golden anchors of the
type that adorned
Myers’
favourite brand of rum, and that
he displayed in his workshop.

And now he’s trying to buy the
grill from a 1953 Ford pickup,
because that’s the first truck his
grandfather owned.
“My approach to this project
is exactly how I built with Lego
as a child. I would decide to
build something - say a tugboat — and I would spend hours
and hours looking through
boxes for anything that would
be remotely useful. I feel completely relaxed about not knowing what it’s going to look like.
I'm building it and I’m confident it will all come together’
he says.
“At this point, I think the
work will be an installationbased piece. The anchors may
be displayed in a case on a
plinth, like some kind of fossil. I
might build three-dimensional
models of some of the houses
Earl built. I think it will have a
museum-like quality — like you
would go see a museum exhibi-

tion
about
ancient
Egypt.
Except youre going to see one

chest of drawers when you
could just build one for the

about Earl Myers.”
Apart from his personal connection, Boyne says he admires
Myers’ practical side. “He would
think, why spend $35 buying a

family with $8 worth of material? I feel that’s missing in society, but also in the art world there's not much emphasis on
the practical.”
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Chris Boyne’s grandfather built this house on Old
Dartmouth, N.S. in the 40s and lived in it until the 80s.

Ferry
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Local-global research

IN MEMORIAM
Jitendra Kumar (Joti) Bhatnagar

WHAT DID WE (ERR ’
Longtime Concordian Joti
Bhatnagar passed away July
23. He was a professor and
chair of Educational Studies
who was very involved in
Concordia life. He chaired the
CUFA negotiation committee

in 1985 and again in 1987,
and was a representative of
the delegation that included
Rector Patrick Kenniff and
the Board of Governors
protesting the lack of government funding at the National
Assembly.
In 1992, he created a registered charity called Can
Serve
Foundation
and

opened
India,

a home
called

in Jaipur,
Sheela

Bal

Bhavan (SBB) to help destitute children. He divided his

time towards the end of his
Concordia career between
SBB and the university and
took early retirement in 1996
to devote his full energies to
SBB.
He leaves to mourn his
wife Sheela Bhatnagar, his
loving daughter Rita and
son-in-law Amit Agrawal, his
devoted
son
Anuj
and
daughter-in-law
Vasudha,
his four grandchildren, as
well as 34 members of his
surrogate family.
A memorial is planned for
the fall. Details will be posted
at news.concordia.ca.
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for perfection, which enabled

her Concordia career in 1973.
Eva Ferrara, Department
Coordinator

On July 27, Accountancy
Department
Coordinator
Mary Mullins passed away
after a courageous battle
with cancer. Mullins began

for

the department's smooth
operations. Mary was a passionate woman with strong
opinions. People that knew
Mary well knew that she had
a good heart and a strong
will. She had been the
Department of Accountancy’s
source of stability as different

Decision

Sciences and Management
Information
Systems,
remembered Mary fondly. “I
started my first job here in
JMSB in Accountancy and
Mary taught me everything I
know. It’s thanks to her that I
am where I am; she was a
great mentor?
Accountancy Chair and
Associate Professor Dominic
Pelletier-Rivest recollected,
“Mary was a dedicated, diligent and honest person. She
always had the department's
interests at heart and strived

Department Chairs came and ~
went over the years.”
The JMSB and Concordia

communities

are saddened

by the loss of a dear colleague and friend. Her cheerful disposition will be missed
by friends and colleagues
alike.

Martha Mavis Smith
Concordia lost another longtime member of the community in the passing of Martha
Smith. She died on Aug. 13 at
the
Montreal
General
Hospital after a lengthy illness
at the age of 63.
Smith first worked at Sir
George Williams University
and then at Concordia in the
Student Accounts Office from
June 14, 1966, until her retirement on Oct. 29, 2004.
She took evening courses

from 1970 to 1980, graduating
in the spring of 1980 with a
Bachelor of Arts.
Katherine
Hedrich,
Manager, said, “I had ‘the
pleasure of working with

Martha for more than 20
years. I quickly learned that
Martha Smith was the key ‘goto person in the Student
Accounts Office. Martha was
welcoming,

supportive

and

could always be counted on to
help get things done. She was
a calm, light-hearted person,
and had a unique, infectious
laugh that I will forever miss.
“As I learned at a recent
gathering to celebrate her life,
her former manager, the late
Mr. Fred Sauer, would always
say when leaving the office:
‘Goodnight, Miss Smith’. I
can’t think of any words more
fitting now.
Smith will be dearly missed

by her devoted husband
Donald Denver DeGruchy,
brother

Allan
M. Smith,
nephew David Marcon-Smith,
and her cousins, aunt and
uncle.

J
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Rick Molz, management professor and founding member of the Montreal
Local-Global Research Group, sums up their inaugural conference. Seated
at left is David Audretsch, guest speaker, of the Max Planck Institute of
Economics, Germany.

practitioners
and
researchers, said Farashahi.
International
development
“These kinds of events help
requires financial resources leadresearchers to direct their
ing to great potential for culture
research activities toward the
actual needs of multinational
clashes.
corporations in developing and
Last month, the Montreal
emerging economies and obviLocal-Global Research Group
(MLGRG) hosted its first conferously help executives to better
understand and implement the
ence. The goal was to bring
most effective and available
researchers and corporate executives together to compare
frameworks
tested
by
researchers in their decision
notes and consider the question
from different perspectives. It . making processes.
Until now, the MLGRG has
was also the first major event to
hosted special sessions, or
be held in the glossy new MB
events within the context of
Building, which will be formally
larger international conferences
-opened later this month.
such as the Academy
of
The MLGRG was founded five
Management. Ratiu thinks the
years ago by JMSB Management
professors Rick Molz and Mehdi
success of this inaugural event
was in part due to the LGRG
Farashahi, with Taieb Hafsi from
itself. “One of the strengths of
HEC, to examine the challenges
the group is that it represents a
related to local/global dynamics.
good mix of developing and
Claude Marcotte, of the JMSB
developed countries. We have
management department, joined
researchers representing Egypt,
his colleagues soon after the
Tunisia, Iran, Morocco, Russia,
group formed.
Brazil, China and Romania,
The MLGRG has expanded to
include researchers from more
among others.”
The conference attracted acathan seven universities and
demics, students, executives and
graduate students from all four
EMBA alumni. Ratiu chara¢cteruniversities in Montreal.
ized the “blend of academics and
“People often research develdecision-makers in emerging
oping countries without taking
economies” as positive.
into account
the tensions
The conference was discusbetween local populations and
sion-focused “we planned for
corporations, said PhD candithree hours of discussion time
date Catalin Ratiu of the group
throughout the day” which
he has participated in for some
allowed those on the ground to
time now.
feed, and in some cases chalOver 60 registrants gathered
lenge, research theses.
to hear two academics and four
Farashahi sees this kind of
multinational executives on the interaction between researchers
theme Multinational Corporations
in Developing
and
and practitioners as necessary
Emerging Economies: Localin the context of business
schools, The MLGRG is already
global dynamics and organizational adaptation.
. thinking about future events.
“This event was the first of its
For more information, localglobalresearch.org.
kind to create an effective bridge
KAREN HERLAND

(Beverly) Mary Mullins

ail

COomudae

between
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CSU touts reform and transparency
President Amine Dabchy pledges to regain trust of students, university
Russ COOPER

In mid-August, CSU President
Amine Dabchy and his executive
returned from a tour of Southern
Ontario universities full of ideas.
The team had met with other student unions to gather perspective
on how best to serve our student
body.
Dabchy says while he collected
valuable tips from unions elsewhere, he recognizes this year
isn't about ‘elsewhere’ — it’s
about here. And he’s clear about
what they feel needs to be done.
“We want to reform?
“[The CSU] has stagnated a bit

over the last decade he says. “We

want to make some bold decisions and go a drastically different direction”
It's fair to say, given the CSU's
historic track record of management malaise, he and his Vision
team have a complicated task to
turn the ship around. According
to Dabchy, the CSU's rudder in
this, the union's 30th anniversary
year, will be reestablishing trust
with students and administration
with transparency and an opendoor policy.
VP Finance Samuel Moyal will
prepare bi-monthly financial
reports of all large expenses. For
discussions of smaller expenses
and anything else, Dabchy plans

to hold open informal discussions at Java U in the Hall
Building every second Thursday.
“In order for students to trust
their union, we need to show
where were going. I want people

to engage with me, if it's a disagreement, a criticism, even just

to say hi. I'm still a student, after
all’ says the third-year polisci/economics major.
Vision

is staying on course

with a number of other campaign
promises
(tinyurl.com/ot9Isk).
They'll be expanding services by
creating a café at the Hive and
converting Reggie's into a sports
bar, both with food service.
CONTINUED ON P. 10

CSU President Amine Dabchy

Shifting from hammock to desk
Sadly, summer’s over. Luckily, here are tips for an easy fall transition
Russ COOPER

On August 26 and 27, more than
750 new students started the new
school year right... a week and a
half before classes started.
Those enthusiastic pupils were
taking part in Start Right, an orientation workshop offered by the
New
Student
Program
in
Counselling and Development,
aimed at providing students tips
and strategies to succeed in their
studies, as well as in life and
career development.
If that interests you and you

missed it, don’t sweat. If school is
looking daunting, relax. There are
numerous resources to guide you
through the hectic first weeks
and year-long success.

Where to start?
To gather helpful tips and valuable advice to understand the
administrative side of things,
zip over to fast.concordia.ca, or
the Front-line
Services Team

Administrative
website. From

there, you can link to a wealth of
information that can make the
crazy first few weeks a little less

so. There's information on registration, important dates, financial aid and all kinds of ways to

navigate red tape.
Maximizing your time
Once you've taken care of regis‘tration

and such, it’s time to

get down to making the most of
your studies. To get ideas, check
out
the
Counselling
and
Development website, cdev.
concordia.ca.
There, you can register for Fall
seminars and workshops on a
number of subjects to help stu-

dents of all levels get the most out
of their university experience;
learning and study skills, life skills
and personal success, career
planning and job search, leadership, workshops for first-year and
international students, and much
more. Through the fall, there are
more than 60 different sessions to
choose from, with another batch
in winter.
“Of course, it’s tricky balancing
school and life and everything
else. It can be quite overwhelming,’ says New Student Program
Project Manager Lynda Guy.

“These

sessions

are a way to

make adjusting easier, but also
fun’
Guy will be holding the
Connecting to University Life
seminars on Sept. 14 and 17 in H440 and AD-103 respectively.
She'll be linking new students
with upper-year undergrads in
the mentor program. While not
certified counsellors, mentors
pass on first-hand experiences
and advice to help newer students with life at Concordia and
in Montreal.
Students can head over to
either of the Student Success
Program

Centres

(AD-103

at

Loyola and H-481 in the Hall
Building) to access a face-to-face
resource that can give advice on
anything that will ultimately help
a student's university life — everything from acing dreadful exams
to facing dreadful roommates.

Raining outside, or just need a
quick answer? Just check their
site, studentsuccess.concordia.ca.

Volunteering makes a

difference
An easy way to get engaged in the
community is to volunteer with a
local organization, and a great
place to get started is volunteer.concordia.ca. Launched last
spring, the website is for anyone
who wants to experience some-

thing new and support a cause
you believe in. While volunteer-

Students chat with a student mentor (right) outside H-110 between sessions at Counselling and Development’s Start Right workshop on Aug. 26.

ing is unpaid, it can build valuable skills that translate directly
in the job market.
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Congress 2010 gets down to business
More than 50 Concordians preparing for largest annual academic gathering in Canada
“This is the first time Concordia
has hosted Congress, and we
couldn't be more excited”
Congress Manager, MarieJosée Allard has a big job on her
hands, but you might never
guess it. Coordinating the three
most significant constituencies
connected to Congress 2010 —
the Canadian Federation of the
Humanities and Social Sciences,
the scholarly societies, and
everything
and
everyone
Concordia-related — is no small
feat.
But she's handling it well. No
doubt in part due to the support
from the myriad of Concordians
helping to make 2010 Congress
of the Humanities and the
Social Sciences the biggest and
best event in our history.
Currently, over 50 full- and
part-time Concordians are hard
at work on Congress prepara-

tion — all with duties they've
accepted above and beyond
their day-to-day jobs. The
largest portion comprises members of numerous different levels of faculty, staff and administration serving on eight committees

(steering,

academic,

logistical,
communication,
scholarship, request systems,
space administration, and signage). In order to assure optimum coordination between the
various

committees,
some
members serve on multiple
committees.
“It’s extremely important to
make sure everything is linked
and moving in the right direc-

tion, she says. “[Congress] is
great for so many reasons, but
especially because it’s a wonderful opportunity for so many different branches of the university
to get to know each other and

work together. We're very lucky
we have the team we have.”
Being held here May 28 to
June 4, Congress is the largest
annual academic gathering in
Canada. Concordia will be welcoming nearly 9 000 delegates
from more than 70 universities
and 70 scholarly societies from
Canada and around the world to
exchange knowledge and share
their research under the theme,
Connected Understanding/le
savoir branche.
There is also a rapidly growing number of Concordians who
will
be
presenting
their
research, and many who will be
helping organize hundreds of
scholarly societies’ meetings. As
well, there are many involved in
planning extra events and activities, such as Café congrés and
special exhibitions in the FOFA
gallery. As the planning solidi-

Gathering honors new Principal

fies, Allard expects participants
to increase significantly.
Every one of the committee
members has been working
feverishly over the past year to
ensure the conference will be
one to remember. Until now,
much of the preparation has
been conceptualizing the conference (Concordia

representa-

tives were invited to Congress
2009 at Carleton University in
May to share planning information), and to developing an
action plan and budget.
“But now we have nine
months ahead of us, and it’s the
time to roll up our sleeves and
make this happen’ she says.

On Sept. 24, Concordia’s logistical team and the Federation
will meet 100 organizers from
scholarly associations presenting at Congress. They will begin
planning with an explanation of

who

recently

“it's a good project that can have a
positive effect on students.”

mental commitment, Vision
will be inviting mayoral candidates to an October debate surrounding
the
greening
of
Mackay to coincide with the
municipal election Nov. 1. As
for working together with uni-

A proposed $2 per credit fee
contributing to the new sports
complex at Loyola, he says, is bit
more complex due to the length
of the multi-year construction
proposal. Monies collected now
will be put towards future phases of the project; as a result, students under Vision's administration will be contributing to faculties they may not get to use.
He has chosen to remain neutral on the issue for the time
being. “But I do look forward to a
healthy debate in council on

one

of

proposed student centre (see
Journal, June 4, 2009) and pro-

Dean of Students Beth Morey and Principal, Simone de Beauvoir Institute, Geneviéve Rail.

Jenkins,

joined the team as Congress
Assistant,
at
congress2010@concordia.ca for volunteer information.
An interactive Concordiafocused Congress website is
expected this fall.

CONTINUED FROM P.9
In keeping with their environ-

their biggest priorities is the

left, CUPFA President Maria Peluso, Part-time Faculty Coordinator, Office of the Provost, Suzanne Downs,

becoming involved ‘to contact
Jordan

CSU touts reform
and transparency

versity administration,

For the 10th year, CUPFA President Maria Peluso welcomed women working across the university to her
home for the annual Women’s Caucus Brunch. Several dozen women gathered to reconnect with each
other. This year’s guest of honour was Geneviéve Rail, the newly named principal of the Simone de
Beauvoir Institute. Dean of Students Beth Morey spoke of a number of initiatives out of her office (see
next issue). Peluso proposed other, more concrete,
actions those
could participate
in over the
coming year. Any woman faculty or staff member interested in joining the caucus is encouraged to send
an email to: majordomo @concordia.ca with the message subscribe womens-caucus. In the photo, from

the IITS-developed request system, the theme, the various
deadlines and other logistical
concerns.
During each of the eight days
of Congress, Allard estimates
160 rooms in numerous SGW
buildings will be used — not
including foyers and other
spaces used for receptions and
other events.
Allard estimates the number
of people needed to help facilitate the everyday functions of
the event to be around 200. She
is encouraging anyone keen on

ducing “something concrete” to
show students by year's end.
While many of the planning
details will be under more rigorous negotiation following orientation, “[...] after our tour to
Ontario, we have an idea of
what we want, he says.
As well, Vision will be collaborating with the university admin
on how to involve the student
body in the Capital Campaign,
and to discuss how it will affect
their student experience.
The university is proposing a
$1 fee on each credit to be put
towards: Keeping libraries open
24 hours-a-day; to transforming
the fourth floor of the LB
Building into study space; and
creating online
access
to
coursepacks and textbooks.
While Dabchy won't formally
support the proposal, he believes

both issues,” he says.
“[The university and student
union

administrations]

share

many of the same interests. We
will disagree on some issues, no
doubt, but we will work together
in good faith”
One such divergent issue is
the recent resolution to exclude
credit cards as a method of paying tuition. Dabchy states he
understands the cost-saving reasoning, but does not support the
decision as it renders many students in a sudden complicated
financial position.

“I don't believe the issue was
communicated properly, and it
has left some students surprised
and unprepared, he says.
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THURS., SEPT. 3

THURS., SEPT.

10

WED., SEPT. 23

@ © Launch of USED/Goods

oe eConcordia

Summit

publication and exhibition

Examine the paradigm of education andtechnology.

@ The Gospel of Thomas and the
Secret Teachings of Jesus

The Cut Rate Collective and a number of other Concordians
will launch USED/Goods, named for the project of the same
name that took place at the Montreal Salvation Army Thrift
Store in 2004. The same event will mark the beginning of
Matt Shane and Jim Holoyoak’s public drawing residency
and exhibition Grayscale Rainbow.

Centre Mont-Royal | 7 a.m. | econcordia.com/summit2009

Award-winning Irish poet Sinéad Morrissey.

articule, 262 Fairmont W. | 5-7 p.m. | www.articule.org

J.A. DeSeve Cinema (LB)

FRI., SEPT. I 1

Association (TSUSA)

2140 Bishop St. | 11:45 a.m.- 1 p.m. | Luigi 514-815-9976 or

@® Writers Read: Sinéad Morrissey
| 7:30 p.m.

tsusa@alcor.concordia.ca

| cdnirish@alcor.

concordia.ca or cdnirish.concordia.ca

@

Launch of PR[IM]CA publication

As the inaugural event of the Intermedia/Cyberarts Major

Free lecture and luncheon with Dr. Andre Gagne, sponsored
by the Theological Studies Undergraduate Student

rad University of the Streets Café

FRI., SEPT. 25
@® Annual St. Patrick’s Society
Lecture

tion represents a watershed event for the IMCA program.

How is food sovereignty a vision for justice and environmental sustainability?

Laika, 4040 bl. St-Laurent.
imcasc.blogspot.com

Bistro TribuTerre, 2600 Jarry Est (corner 2i¢me ave) | 7-9
p.m. | univcafe.concordia.ca

J.A. DeSéve Cinema (LB) | 7 p.m. | cdnirish.concordia.ca

SAT., SEPT.

OCT.
7- II

within the Faculty of Fine Arts, the 2009 PR[IMJCA exhibi-

|

6 p.m.

-

11:30

p.m.

FRI., SEPT. 4
@ Céad Mile Failte: An Irish Welcome
The School of Irish Studies invites old, new and prospective
students to an Irish tea and Scones reception and information session. Come meet the faculty and returning students,
and find out what the School has to offer!

12

@® The Honourable Ken Dryden
Hockey Hall of Famer and current Member of Parliament for

ONGOING

TUES., SEPT. 8

© I’m there even if you don’t see me

University of the Streets Café

@, Gardens and Art: Framing,

How much should citizens know about science? Or,

Unframing, Reframing - deadline Sept. 15

Ouest

(corner Jeanne- ~

Mance) | 7:30 p.m. | univcafe.concordia.ca

WED., SEPT. 9 TO FRI., SEPT. II ~
M60 screening

Sala Rossa,
4848 boul. St-Laurent |8:30 p.m. |www.m60.ca | $7

SEPT. 9 TO 19
Truth and Treason
Truth and Treason is socially and politically relevant
theatre performed by Teesri Duniya Theatre. Panel discussions will follow performances on Sept. 11, 13 and 19.
Monument

National,

Gardens offer a concrete representation of the dynamic and
fluctuating relationships between nature and culture. An
international conference will explore the associations
between gardens and the arts in a multidisciplinary perspective at Concordia on Dec. 10 and 11. Those interested are
invited to submit a proposal (150-200 words) to figura@alcor.concordia.ca.

A number of Concordians participated in M60, an indie
film fest for one-minute movies: No juries, no prizes,
just filmmaking fun! Come see the submissions.

1182

Saint-Laurent

and _ Political

oe International Conference: Religious
Houses: A Legacy

speaker series.

CALL FOR PAPERS

Café, 206 Bernard

Cultural

www.colloquepatrimoinereligieux.qc.ca

EV-11th floor | 5-7 p.m. | cndirish@alcor.concordia.ca

Le Depanneur

Celebrated

the riding of York Centre, the Hon. Ken Dryden, will inaugurate the Political Science Student Association’s annual
J.A. DeSeve Cinema (LB) | 10 a.m.

should we leave it to the experts?

Fintan
O'Toole,
Commentator.

LOOKING AHEAD

Joana Hadjithomas and Khalil Joreige present a. series of
photographs in an attempt to question Lebanon's recent history and explore “what divides the world today” Curated by
Michéle Thériault, the launch will be held Sept. 11. That day,
CIBL will broadcast live from the gallery from 4 to 6 p.m.

Ellen Gallery (LB) | ext. 4750 or www.ellengallery.concordia.ca
Events & tours: Marina Polosa, ext. 4778 mpolosa@alcor.
concordia.ca

Fy What Happens When Nothing
Happens
Graduates Véronique Malo and Emily Mennerdahl ‘developed this show while in residency in Sweden. It presents a
selection of works that portray the creative process and features the work of many artists.

FRI., SEPT. 18
we HOJO workshop: Apartment
Hunting

FOFA Gallery (EV) |fofagallery.concordia.ca

Tips on how to find a suitable apartment.

© Labouring the Land

H 653-17 (ISO) | 2-3 p.m. | hojo.csu.gc.ca

This collaboration by Michelle Lacombe and Marie-Michelle
Deschamps explores the relationship between labour and
landscape.

FOFA Gallery (EV) |fofagallery.concordia.ca

Blvd.

www.teesriduniya.com

LEGEND:

@

Book Launch

©

@® Lecture/reading

UNIVERSITE

W Concordia
UNIVERSITY

The Shuffle is turning 20 on

September 25, 2009!

Arts

wo Workshop/discussion

A
@

Call for papers
Reception/cocktail

Join us for the kick-off at 1 p.m. in the EV Building Atrium on
the Sir George Williams Campus.
|

Wshu'

fa

Register by September 25, 2009, at shuffle.concordia.ca!
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KAREN

Work is underway to build an air-inflated dome over the Loyola south
field before the weather gets cold.

HERLAND

Concordia .has found an innovative way to increase both its
intramural
programs
and
extend the season for athletes
at Loyola by constructing an
air-supported dome to shelter
the south field from November
through April.
;
Work on preparing the foundations for the structure has
already begun. The project is
expected to be operational
before the snow flies.
The dome, the first for the
Quebec university network,
will be ideal for indoor soccer,
ultimate Frisbee, rugby, football and even golf. “This is a

pilot year but it is clear that
every team will benefit from
year-round practice,’ said Katie
Sheahan,
Director
of
Recreation and Athletics.
Currently, there is one gymnasium at Loyola and demand
for the facility is high.
The dome will cover an area

450 by 240 feet, the standard
size of a football field. However,
for practices or training, up to

four activities can be managed
simultaneously on the surface.
The state-of-the-art dome
was planned carefully. “We
took every opportunity to optimize the project and make it as”
energy efficient as possible,”
said Sheahan. Those elements

included the R-value of the
roof and the installation of the
inflation units. The dome will
be inflated by a system located
on the south hillside of the
field.

Concordia is looking
this resource. “We've
reached out to three
hundred secondary

to share
already
to five
schools,
CEGEPs, universities and other
groups to let them know the
space will be available,” said
Sheahan. That will be followed
by a surface mail campaign.
Anyone
wishing to rent
the

facilities

Alberto

Moreira

can

contact

at ext. 8860

or in writing to stingerdome@
alcor.concordia.ca.

Grey Nuns Residence bustles with activity
ANNA

SARKISSIAN

The entrance of the Grey Nuns
Residence was crammed with
stackable organizers, cases of
cup noodles, and suitcases of
every shape and size as new
students
moved
in
last
Saturday.
Grey
Nuns _ Residence
Coordinator James Guthrie was

tasked with making sure things
ran smoothly.
“People are nervous. They're
sending their kid away, he said.
“Small things sometimes get
blown
out
of proportion
because people are sensitive.”
In the parking lot, moms and
dads used carts to unload musical instruments, clothes, and
bedding from minivans packed
to the
hilt.
One
father
exclaimed his daughter had
brought everything but the
kitchen sink.
Resident Assistant Laura
Glover, who is completing a
double major in playwriting
and political science, remembered séeing someone carry in
a Christmas tree last year. After
four hours, nothing extravagant
or peculiar had been spotted.
“But it’s still early; she said.
The RAs worked long hours
to answer questions and show
people around. After checking
in, students and parents were
ushered upstairs to assess the
room and make sure everything
was in working order.
The west wing of the Grey
Nuns Mother House was converted into an undergraduate
residence in 2007. The 136 single and 53 double rooms are

bright and spacious - not your
typical shoebox-sized dorms.
Residence Life Admissions
Coordinator Laurel Leduc was
busy making sure that students
were comfortable in their new
surroundings.
“You get to see them when
you open the door of their room
and they go, ‘Oh my god, this is
so beautiful. This is not what I
expected,” she said.
Nineteen-year-old
James
Oram had settled into his room
on the second floor five days
earlier. The walls were decorated with the English flag and
posters of his favourite sports
teams: Chelsea and the Bruins.
With high ceilings and a large
window overlooking a pond
below, Oram was more than
satisfied with his setup.

tion of the Contemporary
Dance department. “Everyone
says, You'll only enjoy the snow
for two days.”
On Sunday afternoon, family
and friends gathered for a welcome barbecue outside the residence. Later, they walked over
to the Hall Building for an orientation session and a show by

Montreal's On The Spot improv
comedy troupe.
The RAs planned a series of
group outings to help out of
towners get acquainted with
the city before school starts,
including a trip to Ikea, a museum crawl, an art party, and a

campus tour.

Resident Assistant Kim van Poeteren hands international student Aditi

Dixit the key to her room in the Grey Nuns Residence.

“Tm actually enjoying it a lot
and I feel very comfortable; he.
said. Referring to the pubs and
narrow streets of Old Montreal,
he said “Canada is a lot like

England for me’
Fine Arts student Aditi Dixit
flew in from Jakarta, Indonesia

with her parents. “She is not
used to living alone, all by herself. She's never done that
before; said her mother, Renu
Dixit.
:
As

RA

Kim

van

Poeteren

showed them around the bright
double room Dixit will be shar-

ing with another student, the
family asked questions about
safety, the meal plan, and surviving Montreal's long, harsh
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winters.

“I'm worried about the snow,
said Dixit, who
came _ to

Concordia based on the reputa-

The parking lot of the Grey Nuns Residence was full of cars from Ontario and New England as students
trucked in their belongings in last weekend.

